In mixed reality, especially in augmented virtuality which virtualizes real objects, it is important to estimate object surface reflectance properties to render the objects under arbitrary illumination conditions. Though 
Introduction
In mixed reality (MR), it is needed that a virtualized object is seamlessly merged into the real world [1] . In order to represent a virtualized object photo-realistically, there are two approaches to the problem of virtualizing real objects. One is called an image based rendering (IBR) that has often been used to reproduce real objects in computer graphics (CG). Generally, IBR methods require a large number of real images to represent the virtualized object under arbitrary illumination conditions and arbitrary viewing directions. Mukaigawa et al. [15] have proposed a photometric IBR in which a virtualized object is represented with a few real images. However, in the case of using a limited number of images, a problem occurs; i.e., the appearance of object is not faithfully reproduced since some part of the object is interpolated linearly. The other method is called a polygon based rendering (PBR). This method reproduces the object shape and surface reflectance properties. If the object surface reflectance properties are estimated at once, the virtualized object can be rendered appropriately under virtualized illumination conditions estimated from real environments [5, 16] . A number of methods for estimating reflectance properties of an object surface have been developed [2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 17] . In these methods, surface reflectance models with several parameters are employed, and shape and color information of the object are used to estimate the reflectance parameters.
Object surface reflection consists of diffuse and specular components. The diffuse reflection component is easily observed due to its nature of reflection in omni-direction. On the other hand, the specular reflection component is limitedly observed within a fixed range of angles with respect to a viewing position, light source and object surface normal vector. In some works [2, 8, 13] , it is assumed that an object has a uniform reflectance property over the entire surface. Reflectance parameters are estimated by using the standard least-squares method to fit a reflectance model to a given color image. Due to the assumption, such methods cannot be applied to objects which consist of several different materials and have non-uniform reflectance properties. On the other hand, to treat non-uniform surface objects, some works have used multiple images of an object under different lighting conditions and have estimated reflectance parameters by solving simultaneous equations [9, 10, 11] . However, such methods still have a problem such that results are not stable especially when the specular reflection component is very small. Sato et al. [17] have developed a methodology to estimate non-uniform reflectance properties. They set up an object on a robot arm and measure the object with a CCD camera and a rangefinder from a large number of viewpoints by rotating the robot arm. In the method, reflectance parameters are stably acquired by decomposing the surface reflection into two components based on the singular value decomposition (SVD) technique. Although the method can be applied to objects with non-uniform reflectance properties, the shape of object should be limited. This is because it is difficult to observe the specular reflection component over the entire surface, since the lighting condition for a pose of the object against the camera cannot be changed in the method.
Moreover, if the object has a complicated shape, interreflections may occur. Here, we take notice of the radiosity. The radiosity models interreflections in the real world. This method can represent interreflections based on the transmission of heat energy of light. Fournier et al. [7] have originally developed a method for estimating surface reflectance properties using the radiosity method in an indoor scene. This method assumes uniform reflectance on an object surface and determines only the diffuse reflectance parameter. There are some other attempts to estimate both diffuse and specular reflectance properties of a room [3, 12, 20] . They, however, also assume that all objects have the uniform reflectance properties in the region, therefore, their algorithm also cannot be applied to an object which has non-uniform surface reflectance properties.
In this paper, we propose a new method for densely estimating non-uniform reflectance properties of objects with interreflections. First, we select optimum light positions in order to decompose diffuse and specular components at each surface point. Then, we densely estimate the object surface reflectance parameters considering interreflections on the surface. The proposed reflectance modeling method is based on the radiosity and Torrance-Sparrow model. In experiments, the proposed method is qualitatively and quantitatively evaluated with reflectance parameter estimation and virtual relighting. The radiosity method can usually be applied to a closed environment. However, we experimentally verify that the radiosity can also be applied to an open environment in which the influence of the environment light is negligible.
2 Surface reflectance modeling from range and color images Figure 1 illustrates a flow diagram of surface reflectance modeling. Our process consists of three parts: measurement of an object (A, C), selection of light source positions (B), and estimation of reflectance parameters (D, E).
Measurement of 3-D geometry and surface texture
An object shape is acquired with a laser rangefinder in a dark room. Multiple surface texture images are also obtained under different light sources whose positions are selected in the process (B).
Selection of light source
According to the object shape and the position of the camera, multiple light positions are automatically selected among a number of possible positions of the light source to measure both diffuse and specular reflection components densely on the surface. the object shape and textures under selected illumination conditions into the surface color reflection model. Surface interreflections are considered in this process.
3D Measurement of object
We use a laser rangefinder (Cyberware 3030RGB) with known positions of point light sources and a camera for acquiring range and surface color images, which is located in a dark room as shown in Figure 2 (a). This system can simultaneously obtain registered range and surface color texture images rotating the rangefinder and the camera around an object. Figure 2(b) shows the illustration viewed from the top of the device. A camera is located at ½ and a texture image is acquired through mirrors which are located at ¾ and ¿. We thus assume that the camera is virtually located at and the camera looks toward the center of rotation. Here, because a range image has some noises including quantization errors, we locally fit the range image to quadratic surfaces to acquire the normal vector correctly by using the Yokoya-Levine operator [19] .
Selection of positions of light sources
Here we address the problem of determining light source positions for effectively observing diffuse and specular reflections on an object surface. In the present experimental setup, multiple positions of a light are determined among 60 possible positions prepared around the laser rangefinder and these are two-dimensionally arranged at the interval of 5 cm as shown in Figure 3 . The positions of a camera and a light source are calibrated in advance. When optimum light positions are selected, a single light is attached at the selected positions in turn. Therefore, the calibration of brightness among multiple lights is not needed.
In this study, we employ the Torrance-Sparrow model [18] to represent surface reflections physically. The Torrance-Sparrow model is given as:
where represents an observed intensity, is an attenuation coefficient concerning the distance between a point light source and an object surface point, represents the strength of a light source. È , È × and are the diffuse reflectance, the specular reflectance and the surface roughness parameters, respectively. is an angle between a light source vector and a surface normal vector, Ú is an angle between a viewing vector and a surface normal vector, and Ö is an angle between a viewing vector and a reflection vector. Note that the reflection vector is a vector to which a light vector is mirrored against a normal vector. Ö is used for judging whether the specular reflection occurs or not.
To densely estimate non-uniform reflectance parameters, it is required to observe each surface point under at least three different lighting conditions: One for determining one unknown parameter È and others for acquiring two unknown parameters È × and . Therefore, the selection of light source position is repeated until almost all pixels in the range image satisfies three different lighting conditions. As a result of this process, a certain number of light positions, say Ñ, are selected to densely observe both diffuse and specular reflection components.
Let Á Ô be a color image which is to be obtained with a possible light position Ô´Ô ½ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¼µ and consists of Ò pixels´ Ô½ ¡ ¡ ¡ ÔÒ µ, where Ô means a color intensity, Ô be the number of pixels which include only the diffuse reflection component in Á Ô , and Ë Ô be the number of pixels which include the strong specular reflection in Á Ô .
First, the following conditions are examined for each pixel in the object surface texture under each light position Ô, :
Measurability of light reflection, Measurability of only diffuse reflection, Measurability of strong specular reflection.
Second, the light positions Ô and Õ which satisfy Ô Å Ǘ ½ ¡ ¡ ¡ ¼ µ and Ë Õ Å ǗË ½ ¡ ¡ ¡ Ë ¼ µ are selected. In the next light source position selection, the position which satisfies the same condition is selected among the rest except for light source positions decided so far. Then, Ñ light positions are selected to densely estimate reflectance parameters. The selection of light positions is repeated until almost all pixels are observed once for only the diffuse reflection component and twice for the strong specular reflection component.
We introduce a threshold Ø , i.e., the ratio of the measurability of both reflection components to stop the process of selecting light positions. With respect to determining the threshold Ø , we judge the ratio of the measurability of the specular reflection with all possible positions. This ratio is a limit of measuring the specular reflection component. Using the threshold, we can terminate the light selection process in the case that the ratio of measurability of specular reflection component cannot increase more, even if the number of positions of light source is increased. In such a way, reflectance parameters can be efficiently estimated almost the whole object surface using a limited number of texture images. In the following, the three measurability conditions above are described in detail.
Measurability of light reflection
In order to measure the light reflection at a specific point of the object surface, the surface point must be observable from the camera position and the light must illuminate the surface point. Thus the positional relationship among the camera, the surface point and the light source must satisfy the following conditions.
where Î , Ä Ô , and AE are the viewing direction, the light source direction, and the surface normal at the -th pixel, respectively. Note that the viewing direction Î and the surface normal AE are independent of the light source position Ô. Even when the above equations are both satisfied, there is a possibility that a shadow is casted on the pixel. In other words, a point on the object may be covered by a shadow casted by the light source Ô. Such a case can be judged by an existing technique [6] .
Measurability of diffuse reflection only
When the -th pixel exhibits only the diffuse reflection, the reflection vector Ä ¼ Ô satisfies the following equation.
where Ø ½ is a threshold angle between Î and Ä ¼ Ô . Eq. (3) implies that only the diffuse reflection component is observed if Ö is greater than Ø ½ as illustrated in Figure 4 . When this condition stands and the pixel is not in a shadow, the pixel is judged to have diffuse reflection only and is counted in Ô .
Measurability of strong specular reflection
When the -th pixel exhibits the strong specular reflection, the reflection vector Ä ¼ Ô satisfies the following equation.
where Ø ¾ is a threshold angle between Î and Ä ¼ Ô . Eq. (4) means that both the diffuse and specular reflection components are observed if Ö is smaller than Ø ¾ as illustrated in Figure 5 . The above condition is based on the fact that the specular reflection is observed strongly in a limited range of viewing angle. When this condition stands and the pixel is not in a shadow, the pixel is judged to have strong specular reflection and is counted in Ë Ô .
Estimation of reflectance parameters
This section is concentrated on the determination of reflectance parameters from registrated range and color texture images. A texture image is obtained with a selected light position as described in the previous section. Each pixel is classified into three types Ì , Ì ×Ô and Ì ÒÓÒ . Ì means a pixel containing only the diffuse reflection component and Ì ×Ô means a pixel containing strong specular reflection component. Ì ÒÓÒ means a pixel which is classified neither Ì nor Ì ×Ô and is not used to estimate reflectance parameters.
Estimation of diffuse reflectance parameter based on radiosity
In the following, we describe a new method for densely estimating diffuse reflectance parameter of objects with interreflections. We assume that interreflections do not have an influence from the specular reflection component but only from the diffuse reflection component. Therefore, pixels categorized in Ì are used in the estimation of diffuse reflectance parameter. In this paper, in order to consider interreflections, we employ the radiosity equation given as: where Ù and Ú´½ Ù Ú «µ represent the radiosity of Ù-th and Ú-th patches, respectively. Note that « is the number of object patches. ÙÚ is a form factor between the patch Ù and the patch Ú. Ù represents an emission term which has an influence on the patch Ù and actually Ù means the light patch in the environment. Since the object is measured in a dark room in the present study, we can assume that the influence of environment light can be ignored. In other words, the form factor between each patch of the object and the wall of the dark room is not calculated. È Ù represents the diffuse reflectance parameter on the patch Ù.
In the proposed method, the hemi cube method [4] can be used for calculating the form factor ÙÚ because the object shape has already been measured by the laser rangefinder. Since the range and texture images are registered at each pixel, the radiosity Ù of the patch Ù is calculated based on the sum of the values of the pixels which correspond to the patch Ù. Then, the diffuse reflectance parameter È Ù is determined as follows:
where Ù is 0 since there is no emission at the patch Ù on the object. Finally, the diffuse reflectance parameter at each surface point is estimated by calculating the average among neighbouring patches which share the point. Here, we describe the calculation of the radiosity Ù of the patch Ù in more detail. Each patch consists of four points and Ù is represented as the sum of the color values of the pixels which correspond to these points. Let us suppose that the patch Ù contains pixels × and Ø as shown in where AE × and AE Ø are normal vectors at pixels × and Ø. Ä Ô´×µ× and Ä Ô´×µØ are light vectors with the light position Ô´×µ at pixels × and Ø. Note that in the case of AE ¡ Ä ¼, Ø should be 0 to consider the measurability of light reflection.
Estimation of specular reflectance and surface roughness parameters based on TorranceSparrow model
The specular reflectance parameter È × and the surface roughness parameter at the -th pixel which is categorized in Ì ×Ô are estimated by solving the simultaneous equation of Eq. (1) with the values of the specular reflection component extracted from two images taken under two different illumination conditions and È estimated above. Note that È estimated above should be scaled to Eq. (1) before computing the specular and surface roughness parameters.
When strong specular reflection is observed less than twice, the specular reflectance and surface roughness parameters cannot be uniquely determined and thus are obtained by linear interpolation within a ¿ ¢ ¿ window. If the window is small compared with the area, values of the reflectance parameters are interpolated linearly by scanning the texture image horizontally.
Experiments
In experiments, we first demonstrate results of estimating non-uniform surface reflectance properties as well as the effectiveness of the light position selection mechanism. We then examine the effect of considering interreflections in surface reflectance parameter estimation using objects with uniform and non-uniform surface properties. We fix some parameters as
Dense estimation of surface reflectance parameters
Figure 7(a) shows an object with non-uniform diffuse and specular reflections which is used in the first experiment. The proposed light selection method has determined 12 light source positions for the Object A. Estimated parameters for the Object A are given in Figure 8(a) (d) , where parameter values are coded in color or intensity in the cylindrical coordinates. Figure 8(a) illustrates the diffuse reflectance parameter estimated over the object surface. Figure 8(b) does the specular reflectance parameter. This image clearly shows that the specular reflectance parameters of the doll's beak and leg are different from the rest. Actually, the beak and legs are highly reflective as can be seen in Figure 7 (a). Figure 8(c) shows the surface roughness parameter with gray-scale where the largest value is coded as white. This image means that the smaller the value is, the smoother the object surface is. Figure 8(d) shows the ratio of pixels where specular reflectance and surface roughness parameters are computed. The black part means that both parameters are not directly estimated. Figure 8 (e) and (f) illustrate the measurability of both reflection components with respect to the number of light sources. Note that the horizontal axis is represented until 20, since these graphs does not change even if all 60 possible positions are used. In Figure 8 (e), with respect to the diffuse reflectance parameter, when the number of selected light source positions is 5, the ratio of the measurability of the diffuse reflection component is ½¼¼±. In Figure  8 (f), as for the specular reflectance and the surface roughness parameters, even when the object is measured with all the possible positions, the ratio of the measurability of the specular reflection component is ¿ ¿±. In our method, the ratio of measurability of the specular reflection component is ¿ ± with automatically selected 12 light source positions. Since this figure is comparable to that with all the possible light source positions, the experiment shows that the proposed method is effective. The measurability of both reflection components and the number of selected light sources for estimating reflectance parameters of Objects A and C are shown in Figure 7(d) . The number in the bracket means the number of selected positions of light source required to estimate the diffuse reflectance parameter. Note that it takes about 4 hours to calculate the form factor and estimate reflectance parameters of each object with a PC (CPU: Pentium4 3.06GHz, Memory: 1GB).
Effect of considering interreflections
We show that the proposed method can remove the influence of interreflections in a preliminary experiment. We separate the Object B into two regions I and II as shown in Figure 7 (b). We have conducted two setups. One is that the same white paper with a uniform diffuse reflectance surface is pasted up on both regions (setup1). The other is that the same glossy paper with a uniform reflectance surface is pasted up on both regions (setup2). In both setups, the Object B is put on the table obliquely, so that the influence of interreflections can be observed. The proposed method is compared with our previous research [14] which does not consider interreflections in estimating reflectance parameters. It is expected that, if interreflections occur, the estimated value in the conventional method must be incorrect in that part. Results for diffuse (setup1) and specular (setup2) surfaces are shown in Figures 9 and 10 , respectively. Each graph represents RGB channels of the diffuse reflectance parameter estimated by both methods. The horizontal axis means the position of the surface point in the vertical direction of the Object B and the vertical axis means the average of diffuse reflectance parameters in the horizontal direction of the object. In Figure 9 , it is observed that the diffuse reflectance parameters estimated by the conventional method are large around the boundary between the regions I and II. On the other hand, such an effect is eliminated in the proposed method. This clearly shows the effectiveness of the proposed method. However, the influence of interreflections still remains in the glossy surface as slightly observed in Figure 10 , because interreflections due to the specular reflection also ocurr at the boundary between the regions I and II in the second setup. 
T he position of pixel in vertical direction The average of the diffuse reflectance parameter
T he position of pixel in vertical direction The average of the diffuse reflectance parameter is large in the parts where interreflections occur. These results show that the proposed method is effective for objects which have non-uniform surface reflectance properties and exhibit interreflections. There are some parts whose differences are larger than other parts. This is because the difference includes the influence of specular interreflections. In the proposed method, the diffuse reflectance parameter is calculated as the average of four patches as explained in Section 2.3.1. Therefore, the diffuse reflectance parameter which includes the influence of specular interreflections is also smoothed and that process causes a large difference compared with the conventional method.
Rendering results with Torrance-Sparrow model under a virtual light source
Finally, we demonstrate the virtual relighting of virtualized objects. Figure 12 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a new surface reflectance modeling method which is based on densely estimating non-uniform reflectance properties for almost the whole object surface using the laser rangefinder for virtualizing real objects. In our approach, multiple light source positions around the laser rangefinder are automatically selected, so that diffuse and specular reflection components are observed densely. We have considered diffuse interreflections in estimating surface reflectance properties based on the radiosity. The experiments have proven that the proposed method is useful for estimating the reflectance parameters of objects with diffuse interreflections which exhibit nonuniform surface reflectance.
In the future, we will extend the method for considering specular interreflections, which is suggested in experiments in Section 3.2. We will also investigate a method for automatically estimating illumination conditions in real environment which is required for merging virtualized objects into real images for mixed reality applications.
